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House of Lords as Earl of Orford, and to play the role off The wisdom
~—•   '    .	-i-i      i    , .    ,    ,	•  i •	-i    *	/ of his policy,
royal wire-puller behind the scenes, tricking and thwarting?
for another four years the very factions which had over-:
thrown him, he had served his country well.    His was no|
period of dazzling brilliance.    He had never won popularity)
either in the Houses or in the country; he had rarely startled!
politicians by any surprising innovation, and he had never1!
introduced any violent abrogation of orthodox Whig policy. /
Nevertheless by the dull efficiency of the business man, by/
the masterful, if ponderous,  command of the wearisome\
details of statecraft, he had made the future of the country /
secure by making it economically prosperous.    He had set I
the dynasty of Hanover above serious opposition, if not/
beyond the complaints of factious demagogues, and he had i
given the nation twenty years of peace.   Succeeding years j
of military defeats and incompetence, even if they indicated
that England had been stagnating in her prosperity, yet ,
made the country repent of the temerity of those who rushed {
into war unprepared, and appreciate the services of the I
statesman who, by careful opportunist methods, safeguarded I
and preserved the resources of the nation.    Upon the basis Ji
.prosperity and financial soundness which
Walpqle laid, Pitt was later able to fashion his brilliant«/
policy.   But though "Pitt inspired the"nation, without/
Walpole the nation would have been incapable of evoking or I
of answering his appeal/'1	\\
The years between 1714 and 1742 had seen constitutional The develop-
developments almost as important as those brought about Cabinet
by the Revolution. Though the Revolution had made any made
further Stewart Despotism impossible, William, and to a    e b
less extent, Anne, could frequently act in independence, if
not in actual defiance, of Parliament.   But the accession of
the Hanoverians transferred to a much greater extent, at
least for two reigns, royal power to its hands.   Hence the
Whigs, who came into power in 1714, found it unnecessary to
continue their traditional policy of limiting the prerogative
of the King.   It is true they introduced the Peerage Bill in
1719, which by restricting the power of the Grown to create
1 Camb. Hist, of Brit. Emp.,vol. L, p. 346.

